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Abstract. Cell array faults in random-access memories (RAMs) are usually represented by Mealy automata. In
such a model, multiple faults should also be representable by automata; in fact, it should be possible to compute the
automaton representing a multiple fault from the automata representing the single faults that make up the multiple
fault. In this paper we study properties of binary composition operations on automata that are appropriate for the
representation of multiple faults in RAMs. First, we derive a set of generic conditions that every composition
operation must satisfy. Second, we develop a set of physical conditions that the composition must satisfy in order
to apply to stuck-at, transition and coupling faults in RAMs. Third, we represent the transition table rules used
by van de Goor and Smit by a composition operation and prove that this operation satisfies both the generic and
physical conditions. Fourth, we point out that in some circumstances, it is appropriate to use a different composition
operation (defined by us in a previous paper) to permit a different handling of coupling faults in the presence of
stuck-at or transition faults. We compare and relate the properties of the two algebras.
Keywords: automaton, composition, coupling fault, multiple fault, pattern-sensitive fault, RAM, semilattice,
stuck-at fault, testing, transition fault

1.

Introduction

We study multiple faults in random-access memories
(RAMs). It is important to understand multiple faults
and their effects. A test designed to detect a given fault
may fail to detect that fault in the presence of another
fault (for example, see [2], p. 70). Even if we cannot
afford to design tests for multiple faults, it would be
useful to know which multiple faults are detected by a

*This work was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, Grants OGP0000871 and
OGP0000243, and by a grant fromthe InformationTechnologyResearch Centre of Ontario. An extended summaryof this paper appears in [1].

given test, so that the test with the highest overall fault
coverage could be selected. To be able to generate and
evaluate RAM tests for multiple faults automatically,
we must make explicit and unambiguous the unstated
assumptions regarding how multiple faults combine.
In this paper we consider memory cell array faults.
In particular, we are concerned mainly, but not exclusively, with the classical faults in the Thatte-Abraham
model [3], that is, with stuck-at, transition, and coupling faults. The usual model for such faults is the
Mealy automaton model; for recent examples of the
usefulness of this model in the representation of RAM
faults see [4-15].
We address here the problem of characterizing multiple faults in RAMs. For simplicity, we assume that a
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RAM consists of n one-bit cells. Suppose that a physical defect D - - f o r example, a short from the output of
cell i to ground--exists in a RAM. Such a defect is usually represented at the logic level by an abstract fault
F, in this case a stuck-at-0 fault on output i. Formally,
fault F is represented by a Mealy automaton M, in
which cell i can only have 0 as output, but the remaining cells operate correctly. The use of the automaton
model permits us to be mathematically precise about
the definition of a fault.
Suppose now that two defects D and D I are present in
a RAM. For example, D may be a short to ground in cell
i, whereas D I may be a coupling fault from cell j to cell
k--say, a fault that causes a 1 to be written in both cells
j and k when they store the value 0 initially and a 1 is
written to cell j. Suppose further that automata M and
M' represent defects D and D', respectively. It should
be possible to represent the simultaneous presence of
both defects by another automaton. What is needed is
an operation on automata, say <~, such that M <>M'
would correctly represent the double fault. Although
there are cases, such as the example above, where it is
quite obvious how to construct the automaton for the
double fault composed of M and M ~, in general this
problem is rather complex.
A composition operation on RAM faults was first
introduced in [4]. That definition was made in terms of
a general class of so-called delta faults (defined also in
this paper), but turned out to be applicable only to coupling faults in RAMs. The deficiency of this definition
was noted in [7], where it was observed that this composition produced incorrect results for transition faults.
A different operation was then defined in [7] for transition faults, and yet another one for stuck-at faults. The
need to have three different operations--two of them
rather awkward--is clearly undesirable. In [16] and [6]
we introduced a single operation applicable to all three
cases; we discuss this definition later. Another attempt
to address part of this problem was made in [17, 18].
A somewhat different approach was used in [11-13,
15], where a set of rules was defined for combining
state tables of Mealy automata. That work describes
a method for automatic verification of RAM tests. In
particular, the method determines whether a test is complete and irredundant for a fault model. A test is complete if it detects all the faults, possibly including multiple faults, in the fault model; a test is irredundant if
no operation can be removed from it without destroying completeness. A verifier is described in [11, 12].
It accepts as inputs the fault model and the test to be

verified; it determines whether a test is complete and
identifies redundant operations. Automatic generation
of march tests for RAMs is described in [13]. The
generation program takes a fault model--which again
may include multiple faults--as input and produces
complete and irredundant march tests as output.
Multiple RAM faults were also considered in [19],
although fault composition is treated there only informally. The basic fault model differs from the one considered in this paper; for example, it does not permit the
representation of toggling faults (see [4]). The work in
[ 19] gives a test of length 17n for detecting all combinations of certain decoder and memory array faults. This
is consistent with previous results on the complexity of
testing for coupling faults. A test of length 15n - 14
for detecting all toggle-free coupling faults is presented
in [9]. It is proved in [4] that no linear-time test exists
when multiple toggling faults are included in the model.
In this paper we formulate abstract conditions that
need to be satisfied by any composition operation on
automata in order to model fault composition correctly.
We then formalize the work in [11, 12] by defining a
composition operation that corresponds to the set of
rules used by van de Goor and Smit. We show that this
operation has the necessary properties to represent multiple faults, and we study the resulting algebra of multiple faults. We discuss two possible physical models for
handling coupling faults in conjunction with stuck-at
and transition faults, and we compare the model of [12]
and the present paper with that of [6]. Additional mathematical properties of fault composition operations are
discussed in [20].
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
derive generic conditions that should be satisfied by any
composition operation on faults. In Section 3 we state
the assumptions we make concerning stuck-at, transition, and coupling faults. The basic Mealy automaton
model, along with a related "component automaton"
model, are defined in Section 4. The formal model of
RAM faults is presented in Section 5. A composition
operation on RAM faults is next defined in Section 6,
and it is verified that the operation satisfies the generic
conditions on fault composition. In Section 7 we show
that our operation satisfies the physical conditions for
the class of multiple faults generated by single stuckat, transition, and coupling faults; we also study the
algebra of these faults. In Section 8 a comparison is
made of the algebra developed in this paper with that of
[ 16, 6]. Section 9 concludes the main body of the paper.
Some technical proofs are included in an appendix.

An Algebra of Multiple Faults in RAMs

Before proceeding, we should like to state clearly
what we are and are not trying to accomplish in this
paper. We are not proposing any new models for memory defects. Moreover, we are not even considering
all of the already known fault models for RAMs. We
are not developing new tests for the RAM faults under
consideration. Rather, we are trying to develop general
techniques for handling multiple faults. Since so little
work has been done on this topic, we have chosen a
well-known and simple model of RAM faults as a vehicle for exploring the fault composition problem. This
model was originally introduced in [3] and is discussed
in great detail in [2]. The task is quite challenging even
under these very restrictive assumptions. It is our intention to extend these ideas to more comprehensive
fault models in future work.

2.

Generic Conditions on Fault Composition

The definition of a composition operation o has two
quite different aspects, which we will call "generic"
and "physical." In this section we motivate the generic
conditions by some simple examples.
Suppose we have two defects represented by automata and we wish to model the combined effect of
both defects being present in one circuit. In many cases
the double defect can still be modelled by an automaton. Consider, however, the case in which the two
defects are a short to ground from line i and a short to
VDD from line i. Then line i would be stuck-at-0 as
well as stuck-at-l; this is an inconsistent situation at
the logic level. There is no such conceptual difficulty
at the physical level, because shorts are not ideal but
resistive; consequently, in the presence of shorts from i
to both ground and VDD, the voltage at i would assume
some intermediate value between VDD and ground.
The classical stuck-at fault model does not permit
the possibility of a line being stuck-at-0 and stuck-at- 1
at the same time. Thus, this model admits only three
possibilities for a line: to be fault-free, stuck-at-0, or
stuck-at- 1 [21]. If one were to extend the model in such
a way as to allow a line to be both stuck-at-0 and stuckat- 1, the natural interpretation would be that the line is
stuck at an intermediate voltage, represented by a new
symbol 7,
1 between VDD and ground. For example,
consider an inverter with input line a and output line b.
If a is both stuck-at-0 and stuck-at-l, that is, stuck-at1 one would expect the output b to be also stuck-at-89
7'
unless more details about the realization of the inverter
are available. We shall re-visit this example.
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In summary, the two defects stuck-at-0 and stuck-at1 can co-exist, but the resulting circuit may no longer be
representable as a logic fault. One possible solution to
this problem would be to develop a much more general
multivalued, or perhaps even continuous, model for
the circuits being considered. Such a model would be
significantly more complex and is beyond the scope of
our work. To handle this case we adopt a much simpler
solution:
Hypothesis 1. Whenever the presence of two defects,
represented by automata M and M t, leads to a circuit
outside the automaton model, we consider these defects to be incompatible and we represent the resulting
circuit by a special automaton O, called zero (defined
formally later); thus,
M < > M ' = O.
If two defects together lead to a circuit outside our
model, what happens when a third defect is added?
While it is conceivable that the presence of the three
defects results in a circuit that is again inside our model,
we consider it safer to assume that the circuit is outside
the model. Thus, we make the following assumption
about 0:
Hypothesis 2. The composition of any fault with a
fault outside the automaton model & outside the model,
that is,
O<>M = M<>O = 0 .
Under this hypothesis the composition of two automata representing any two faults is again an automaton, possibly the automaton 0 that represents the class
of all faults that fall outside the model. Moreover, the
automaton 0 behaves like a zero if 0 is viewed as a
multiplicative operation.
Let us return to the example of the inverter. Let
M ~ be the inverter with a stuck-at-0, let M 1 be the
inverter with a stuck-at-l, and let M 2 be the inverter
with b stuck-at-1. The circuit with all three defects is
outside the binary model because it has a line (namely
a) which is neither 0 nor 1. On the other hand, from
the point of view of testing, this circuit may be indistinguishable from M 2, depending on the nature
of the physical defects. If we consider the inverter
with all three faults present as equivalent to M 2, then
(M ~ <>M l) 0 M 2 = M 2 ~ 0 while, by Hypothesis 2,
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(M ~ <~M 1) o M 2 = 0 0 M 2 = 0. The view represented
by Hypothesis 2 is thus a conservative one: it may reject some circuits that are outside the model but appear
to be inside the model as far as testing is concerned.
The composition operation needs to satisfy further
algebraic laws as justified by the following explanations.
First, suppose D is a short to ground from line i and
D' is another short to ground from line i. If both D and
D' are present in a circuit, the net effect is the same as
if only one short to ground existed. Since D and D'
are represented by the same automaton, it follows that
the composite automaton should be exactly the same
as the components. Thus, the composition operation
should be idempotent, that is, it should satisfy the law
MoM=M,

for all automata M.
Second, suppose D is a short to ground from line i
and D' is a break in line j. Then the order in which
we consider these defects when they are both present
in the same circuit should be immaterial. Thus, the
composition operation should be commutative, that is,
it should satisfy the law
M <>M' = M' <>M,

for all automata M and M'.
Third, suppose D and D' are as in the paragraph
above and D" is a short to Vix) from line k. Then it
should not matter how we compose these defects; the
final result should be a circuit with all three defects.
Thus, the composition operation should be associative,
that is, it should satisfy the law
(M ~ M') O M" = M ~ (M' o M"),
for all automata M, M', and M".
An algebraic system (S, <>),where S is any set and <~
is an associative binary operation on S is a semigroup.
An idempotent and commutative semigroup is called a
semilattice [22]. In algebraic terms, the considerations
above lead to the following:

Hypothesis 3.

The set o f all faults of a circuit (within
a given fault model) together with a composition operation <>,is a semilattice, possibly with the zero element O.

In summary, any operation modelling the composition of faults at the logic level should have at least the
properties of a semilattice operation. These properties

provide a generic criterion for the acceptability of a
proposed operation on a given class of faults.

3.

Physical Conditions on RAM
Fault Composition

In addition to the generic properties of fault composition, there are also conditions derived from the physical nature of defects. We state such conditions for the
Thatte-Abraham fault model in this section. The same
assumptions are made, though not explicitly, by van de
Goor and Smit [12].
Our first condition states that stuck-at-0 and stuckat-1 faults in the same cell are incompatible. A RAM
with cell i stuck-at-a, where a is either 0 or 1, is represented by automaton M i=a (read "i stuck-at-a'). Let
denote the complement of a. In view of our handling
of incompatible faults we have
Hypothesis 4.
M i=a <>M i=~ = O.

It turns out that all of our remaining conditions have
the same form, namely
MoM'

= M.

In a semilattice, one can define a partial order corresponding to this type of equation. We say that fault type
M is stronger than or equal to M t, written M ~- M', if
M o M' = M. Therefore, the relation ~- is reflexive
(M ~- M), antisymmetric (M ~ M' and M' ~- M implies
M = M'), and transitive (M ~-M' and M' ~-M" implies
M t~ M"). If M ~- M', this means that the effects of
M' cannot manifest themselves when M is present as
well. 1
As has been mentioned above, our main interest in
this paper is in stuck-at, transition, and coupling faults
in RAMs. We use the following notation, which is
explained more fully later. Let a and b be binary values
from the set {0, 1}, and let i and j be integers, 1 < i,
j < n, where n is the number of cells in the RAM. The
notation for stuck-at faults was already introduced. A
RAM unable to undergo a transition from ~ to a is
represented by M i€ (read "i not to a"). A RAM with
a coupling fault from coupling cell i started in state
to coupled cell j started in state/~ behaves as follows.
When the value a is written in cell i, then cell j gets the
value b. Such a fault is represented by M ia~jb (read
"if i to a then j to b"). We make certain assumptions
about the relative strengths of these three faults.

An Algebra of Multiple Faults in RAMs

First, notice that a cell stuck-at-a can have only one
state, namely a. On the other hand, transition fault
M i~b c a n be in either state at power-up; after a/~ is
written into cell i, subsequent writing of b into this
cell fails. When both a transition fault and a stuck-at
fault are present in one cell, we make the following
assumption:

Hypothesis 5. A stuck-at fault in a cell is stronger
than a transition fault in that cell, that is,
M i=a <>M i~b ..~ M i=a"

Next consider the situation where the first fault is
M i=O and the second fault is M .ilmil . In the cell with
both defects, the first defect tries to keep cell i at 0,
whereas the second defect tries to change the state of
cell i to 1 when a 1 is being written into cell j. We
make the assumption that the stuck-at fault is stronger.
In case the first fault is M i=l and the second is M j l ~ i l ,
cell i can never be in state 0, and so the coupling fault
can never occur. These two cases can be summarized
in general form as fuilows:

Hypothesis 6. A stuck-at fault in a cell is stronger
than any coupling fault in which that cell is the coupled
cell, that is,
M i=a <>M j b ~ i c = M i=a.

Note, however, that a transition fault in a coupled
cell does not prevent the coupled cell from changing
[2, 12], that is, coupling of the form M ia~jb does occur
in the presence of transition fault M j`b.
The next two hypotheses deal with coupling cells.
Consider a coupling fault M il~jl and suppose that cell
i cannot undergo a transition from 0 to 1. We assume
that when writing into cell i is not successful, coupling
into cell j does not take place. We thus obtain

Hypothesis 7. A transition fault

M i~a is stronger
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Hypothesis 8. A stuck-at fault in a cell is stronger
than any coupling fault in which that cell is the coupling
cell, that is,
M i=a ~ M i b ~ j c = M i=a.
Here we note that there are physical defects for which
Hypotheses 7 and 8 do not hold; this is discussed in
detail in Section 8. Our objective in this paper is to
define a binary operation on the set of R A M faults that
satisfies Hypotheses 1-8. In [16, 6] we have defined
an operation o that obeys Hypotheses 1-6 but not 7 and
8. A comparison of the fault algebras resulting from
these two operations is made in Section 8.

4. Component Automata
In this section, we introduce some basic definitions
concerning Mealy automata, which constitute our basic
formal model of RAM faults. Since the state of a R A M
is always a vector with the cell states as components, it
is appropriate to use a special type of automata called
component automata. These automata are also defined
here.
A finite deterministic Mealy automaton, called simply a Mealy automaton or automaton in the sequel,
is a quintuple M = (Q, X, Y, 3, ~.), where Q is a finite
nonempty set called the state set, X is a finite nonempty
set called the input alphabet, 3 is a function, called the
transition function, from Q x X to Q, Y is a finite
nonempty set called the output alphabet, and ~. is a
function, called the output function, from Q x X to Y.
A component automaton is a deterministic Mealy
automaton M = (Q, X, Y, 3, ~.), where Q has the following special property: There exists an integer n > 0
and n finite nonempty sets Q1, . . . , Qn such that Q _c
Q1 x . . . x Qn. Thus each state q 6 Q is an n-tuple
q = (ql . . . . . qn),whereqi E Q i f o r i = 1 . . . . . n. The
empty component automaton is denoted by 0 and has
empty transition and output functions, that is,

than any coupling fault M i a ~ j b , that is,
o = (o, x , Y,O,o).
M i~a <>Mia=*J b = M i~a.

By a similar reasoning we conclude that the coupling
M i 1=*j 1 does not take place when cell i is stuck-at-0. In
the case of the coupling fault M iO~jO, cell i must start
in state 1 for coupling to take place. This is impossible
when cell i is stuck-at-0. Summarizing these two types
of cases we get

A component automaton is called binary if Qi c {0, 1}
for all i. In this paper we consider only binary component automata. 2
An automaton or component automaton M = (Q,
X, Y, 8, ~.) together with an initial state q0 6 Q is called
an initialized automaton (initialized component automaton).
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We assume that each RAM under test starts in some
unknown initial state. A fault-free RAM is represented
by an initialized component automaton M. A faulty
RAM is called a fault and is also represented by an initialized component automaton. For the purposes of this
paper, however, we do not require initialized automata,
since we can handle all initialized versions at once.
Consequently, we introduce the concept of "type." A
RAM or fault without an initial state is called a RAM
type or fault type.
Stuck-at, transition, and coupling fault types in
RAMs all belong to a more general class of fault types,
called "delta faults." For this reason we associate with
the fault-free component automaton M a family of
component automata M ' = (Q', X, Y, a', U), called
delta fault types of M, which can differ from M in the
state set, the transition function, and, trivially, the output function: 3 The state set Q~ must be a subset of the
state set Q of the fault-free component automaton M.
The transition function may be arbitrary. The output
function )~' is the restriction of )~ to Q' x X. Note that
0 is a delta fault type of M.

5.

RAM Fault Types

We now define the notation used for RAMs. The state
of cell i is denoted by qi, qi c {0, 1}, and the state of
the entire n-cell R A M is q = (ql, q2 . . . . . qn). The
operations on a cell are r i (read cell i), w~ (write 0
to cell i), and w~ (write 1 to cell i). When a read
operation is applied to cell i, the value qi is obtained.
For mathematical convenience we associate with each
write operation the dummy symbol $, representing no
output. Thus the output alphabet of a RAM is {0, 1, $}.
Formally, we have the following definition: A faultfree R A M type is a binary component automaton M =
(Q, X, Y, 8, )~) where Q = {0, 1}n, X = [..Jill x i with
Xi = {r i , w 6 , w ] } , Y = {0,1,$}, a n d a and)~ are
defined by
3((ql .....

qi . . . . .

q n ) , r i ) = (ql . . . . .

qi . . . . .

qn),

L((qt . . . . . qi . . . . . qn), ri) = q i ,

3((ql . . . . . qi . . . . . qn),w~) = ( q l . . . . . 0 . . . . . qn),
~((q, . . . . . qi . . . . . qn), w~)

$,

3((ql . . . . . qi . . . . . qn),w~) = ( q , . . . . . 1 . . . . . qn),
~((ql . . . . . qi . . . . . qn),w]) -~-$,

where q = (ql . . . . . qn) is the present state of the
memory.
As mentioned before, we associate a delta fault type
M' = (Q', X, Y, ~', U ) w i t h each defective n-bit RAM
type. We study delta fault types satisfying the two
conditions given below. Of course, we are aware of
the fact that there are many R A M fault types that do
not satisfy these conditions--for example, a read operation resulting in a state change of some memory
cells. Our conditions provide a natural framework
for the study of fault composition in the fault model
of Thatte and Abraham [3]. For a further discussion
and justification of these conditions see [2], Chapter 2.

Condition I. The state q of a RAM fault type M'
does not change when operation x is applied, unless x
i f o r some
is a "new-write" operation, that is, x = wo~
cell i.
RAM delta fault types satisfying Condition 1 are
called change-attempt-activated. Note that an error can
occur in a change-attempt-activated R A M fault type
only if a new value is being written to some cell. An
example of a RAM fault that is not change-attemptactivated is a two-cell RAM started in state 01, in which
writing a 0 in the first cell produces a 0 in the second
cell.

Condition 2. The state q of a RAM fault type M I
does not change ~vhen operation x is applied, unless
i f o r some
x is a new-write operation, that is, x = woi
cell i, and x succeeds in writing the new value into
cell i.
RAM delta fault types satisfying Condition 2 are
said to be change-success-activated, in the sense that
a side effect of a new-write operation on a cell can
occur only if the operation succeeds. Let -An and Sn
be the classes of change-attempt-activated and changesuccess-activated delta fault types of n-bit RAMs, respectively. By definition, Sn is a subset of An. An
example of a fault that is not change-success-activated
but is change-attempt-activated is given in Fig. 1.
For two cells containing the value 0, writing 1 into
the first cell fails, but changes the second cell to 1
[16, 6].
The fault types stuck-at, transition, coupling, and
stuck-equal defined below are examples of fault types
in Sn.

An Algebra of Multiple Faults in RAMs
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Wio, ri t b ~ r j

0

O

0

0
(b)

Fig. 2. A memory cell i stuck-at-0: (a) the faultfree automaton; (b) the automaton M i=~

04,

wio, w~, r i

0

0

Fig. 1. A coupling fault without successful writing.

A RAM type with a stuck-at fault in cell i is a delta
fault type

wil, r i

9

Fig. 3. The transition fault type M i71

that is,
8i'a((ql .....

M i=a = (.QOi=a, X , Y, ~i=a, ~i=a),

= (ql . . . . .

qi-1, gt, qi+t, . . . , qn), Wia)
qi-1, {t, qi+l . . . . .

qn),

where a 6 {0, 1} and
oi=a = { q l q = (qt . . . . . q i - l , a , qi+l . . . . . %)},

X and Y are as in the fault-free memory, ~i=a is the
restriction of 3 to Qi=a • X , except for the transitions
i This input fails to write ~ in cell i, that
under input wa.
is,

~i=a((qt . . . . .

qi-l,a,

qi+l . . . . .

= (qt . . . . . qi-1, a, qi+l . . . . .

qn),W~)

q~).

as in the stuck-at-fi fault type. Two transition faults are
possible for each cell i, one for each value ofa. Figure 3
illustrates a transition fault type.
A coupling fault type involves two different memory cells, i and j. When the present states of cells
i and j are 5 and b, respectively, where a, b
{0, 1}, and a is written into cell i, then cell j, as
well as cell i, changes state. All other transitions
are correct. The fault type is denoted M ia~jb. There
are four coupling faults for each ordered pair of
cells, corresponding to the four possible binary values for a and b. Figure 4 illustrates the fault type

F i n a l l y , )~i=a is the restriction of s to Qi=a • X.

Mil~jl.

Two stuck-at faults are possible for each cell i,
one for each value of a. An example of this fault
type is given in Fig. 2, where cell i is stuckat-0.
A RAM type with a transition fault in cell i is a delta
fault type

The single stuck-at, transition, and coupling fault
types constitute the basic RAM fault model due to
Thatte and Abraham [3]. Let T~ be the set of these
fault types in n-bit RAMs.
A stuck-equal fault type involves a much stronger
kind of coupling between two different memory cells,
i and j. The states of the two cells are always equal.
Whenever a value is written into one of the two
cells, then writing succeeds and the same value is
also written into the other cell. The fault type is denoted by M ivz). Figure 5 illustrates this fault type
[14].

M i~a = (Q, X, Y, 8i-a, )]-a),

where a ~ {0, 1} and 3i~a behaves like 3 except that,
when the input w ai is applied to any state in which
cell i is in state fi, the write operation is unsuccessful,
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l
9

i

i

%~

i
1

9

9

i

/DO

9
(b)

Fig. 4. A couplingfault from cell i to cell j: (a) the fault-free automaton; (b) the automaton M il~jl .

Wio,~.i wJ rj

Qlo2 x x , and 31~ is defined as follows. Consider a
state q = (qt . . . . . qn) C QlO2 and an input x 6 X.
Let

0

3 ( q , x ) = (Pl . . . . . Pn),

3 ' ( q , x ) = (Pl . . . . . P~),

32(q,x) = (pl2 . . . . , pn2),
31~

x) = (p~O2. . . . . p~O2).

To determine 31~ one applies the following rule.

9
Fig. 5. The stuck-equal fault type
Mini.

Rule 1. Suppose that x e Xi and qi = t~ E {0, 1}.
The state of M 1~ does not change unless x is a newwrite operation, w/, and that operation succeeds in both
components. In that case, p~O2 = a and, for all j ~ i,
f

lo2

|b,

PJ = [ p j , [ ( p j @ p } ) + ( p j @ p ) ) ] ,

6.

Composition of Change-Success-Activated
RAM Fault Types

In practice more than one simple fault type may occur in a RAM. Thus it is important to study the behavior of a memory when multiple fault types are
present. In general, let M 1 = (Q1, X, Y, 31, ).1) and
M 2 = (Q2, X, Y, ~2, ).2) be two delta fault types of an
n-bit RAM. We define the composition M 1 <>M 2 to be
the component automaton
M l o 2 = (QLO2, X, Y, ~1o2 )1o2),

where QlO2 = Qt fq Q2, ).1o2 is the restriction of). to

lr
-~ ~1o2
~j = {b},
if IQj'~z[=2.

where ~ denotes the exclusive OR operation.
Note that Rule 1 preserves Conditions 1 and 2. Thus,
if M 1 and M 2 are in -An or Sn, then M 1 <>M z is again
in .An or Sn, respectively.
The next result shows that the operation we have
defined satisfies the generic conditions for the composition of change-success-activated R A M fault types.

Theorem 1. The algebra (Sn, <~)is a semilattice with
0 as zero element.
Proof:

A proof is provided in the appendix.
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Note that the algebra (.An, <>) is not a semilatice because idempotence does not hold. For example, let M'
be the automaton of Fig. 1. One verifies that M ' 6 ,An,
but M' e M' 7~ M I. To see this consider state 00
in M' <>Mq In M t the operation w~ is unsuccessful.
Therefore, by Rule 1, M % M ' remains in state 00 under
this operation, while M' changes to state 01. The laws
of commutativity and associativity for <>, however, do
hold in An.

7.

Semilattice of Thatte-Abraham RAM
Fault Types

We now investigate multiple fault types composed of
single stuck-at, transition, and coupling fault types.

Proposition 1. All R A M stuck-at, transition, and
coupling fault types are in Sn.

Proof: As has been pointed out in Section 5, all these
fault types satisfy Condition 2.
[]
Let T~~ be the subsemilattice of (Sn, <>) generated
by T~, that is, let T~~ be the set of all multiple faults
obtained by composing single faults from T~. We now
show that the <>operation satisfies the physical conditions for stuck-at, transition, and coupling fault types.

Theorem 2. Hypotheses 4-8 hold f o r <>, that is, f o r
all i, j with 1 < i, j < n and i 7~ j and f o r all a, b, c
{0, 1}, we have
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)

M
M
M
M
M

i=a <>M i=~ :
i=a <>M i€ :
i=a <>M jb~ic
i~a <>Miami b
i=a r Mib~.J c

O,
M i=a,
~_ M i=a,
: M ira,
= M i=a.

Proof:
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One obtains

M i=a :_ M i=a <>M i~b : M i=a <>( M i~b <>M i b ~ j c)
= M i=a <>M i b ~ j c

using 02, 04, associativity, and again/92.

[]

The equations in Theorem 2 permit us to simplify
expressions for multiple faults. For example,
M i=~ ~ M l=l <>M k l ~ j I <5M i~O <>M i l ~ . i ~ ~ M kl~iO
_= M i=O <>M l=l <>M k l ~ j 1"

Such simplifications should be valuable in the process
of designing and verifying RAM tests. It can be shown
[20] that all possible simplifications can be achieved
using only 01-04. Thus, one can write a program that
would take an expression for a multiple fault as input
and produce a simplified normal form for that expression as output.
Next, we show that each fault type in semilattice Tn~
satisfies a special condition on its state set. A set Q'
{0, 1}n is called a subproduct if Q' = Q~I x . . . x Q~
for some sets Q'I, - .., Q'n --- {0, 1}. A delta fault type
is called a subproduct fault type if its state set is a
subproduct. Note that 0 is a subproduct fault type, but
the stuck-equal fault type is not. Thus, not all fault
types in Sn are subproduct fault types.

Proposition 3.

Let M 1 and M 2 be subproduct fault
types. Then M I <>M 2 is also a subproduct fault type.
Thus, the set o f subproduct fault types in Sn is a subsemilattice o f Sn with 0 as zero element.

Proof: The set of subproducts of {0, 1}n is closed
under intersection.
[]

One also verifies that, except f o r these cases, the composition o f any two distinct fault types in ~ is not in ~ .

Proposition 4.

Proof: To verify claims 01-05 we need to apply
Rule 1 to each composition above and verify that the
result is the right-hand side. To verify the second claim
we need to compute the composition of various pairs
of fault types by using Rule 1 and verify that the result
is not one of the fault types in ~ . These verifications
are straightforward.
[]

Proof: The state set of every fault type in T~ is a
subproduct. Thus, the claim follows by Proposition 3.
[]

Proposition 2.
Equations 01-04.

Equation 05 is a consequence o f

Every M' ~ 7-n~ is a subproduct fault

type.

Pattern-insensitivity is another property of the
semilattice ~~
A change-attempt-activated RAM
delta fault type M ' = (Q', X , Y, 3 r, U) has a patternsensitive transition fault in cell i if there exist q, q'
Q' such that q[ = qi = fi and 3[(q, w~) 7~ 3;(q', wi).
In words, M' has a pattern-sensitive transition fault if
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there are states q and q', which agree in component i,
and writing a into cell i is performed correctly when
M' starts in q but incorrectly when it starts in qt, or
vice versa.
A change-attempt-activated RAM delta fault
type M r = (Q,, X, Y, 3,, U) has a pattern-sensitive
coupling fault if there exist q, q' 6 Q, such that
q; = qi = gt, q} = q j, and writing a in cell i causes
exactly one of q, q, to have an incorrect value in cell
j, that is
8}(q, w/) 7~ a.)(q', wi).
A change-attempt-activated RAM fault type M r is
pattern-sensitive if it has a pattern-sensitive transition
or coupling fault. A change-attempt-activated RAM
fault type is pattern-insensitive if it is not patternsensitive. Note that 0 is pattern-insensitive.

Proposition 5. Let M 1 and M 2 be pattern-insensitive
fault types in Sn. Then also M 1 <>M 2 is patterninsensitive. Thus, the set of pattern-insensitive fault
types in Sn is a subsemilattice of Sn with 0 as zero
element.
A proof of Proposition 5 is provided in the appendix. The proposition confirms the intuition that
pattern-sensitivity cannot be introduced through the
co-existence of fault types all of which are patterninsensitive. On the other hand, the composition of a
pattern-sensitive fault type with a pattern-insensitive
fault type can be pattern-insensitive. For example, consider the pattern-sensitive fault type M' that has n = 3
and behaves like M 1~21 when the content of cell 3 is
0 and like the fault-free RAM when it is 1. When the
pattern-insensitive fault type M 3=~ is present as well,
then M r ~ M 3=~ coincides with M 11~21 <>M 3=~ which
is pattern-insensitive.
The set of subproduct fault types and the set of
pattern-insensitive fault types are not comparable, that
is, neither is contained in the other. For example, the
stuck-equal fault type is not a subproduct fault type but
it is pattern-insensitive. On the other hand, the patternsensitive fault type M' above is a subproduct fault
type.

Proposition6.
Proof:

Every M' ~ 7-n~ ispattern-insensitive.

Every fault type in T~ is pattern-insensitive.
Thus, the claim follows by Proposition 5.
[]

8.

Composition of Fault Types in An

Until now we have followed the commonly used assumptions that coupling faults do not occur in the presence of transition or stuck-at faults in the coupling cells
[23, 2]. In [16, 6] a different composition operation o
for RAM fault types was introduced. Coupling can also
occur between bit lines and within address decoders.
Thus coupling should still be expected, at least in some
cases, even if the addressed cells have stuck-at or transition faults. In other words, coupling phenomena can
be due to effects outside the immediate region of the
affected cells. The composition operation for such a
physical model satisfies the generic conditions, Hypotheses 1-3, but only some of the physical conditions
for the Thatte-Abraham model, namely Hypotheses 4 6. The operation o differs from <~in the way it models
the composition of coupling faults with transition or
stuck-at faults. While r requires the write operation to
be successful for the coupling to take place, the composition o permits the effect of the coupling fault to take
place in the coupled cell even if the write operation in
the coupling cell is unsuccessful due to a transition or
stuck-at fault. In essence this means that we have a
different type of coupling fault which, as a single fault,
is functionally equivalent to the coupling fa(llt considered before, but the physical characteristics of which
make it behave differently as a component of a multiple
fault. 4
Here we provide only a very brief outline of the
connection between o and <>. More details are given
in [20]. Let M 1 = (Q1, X, Y, al, )d) and M 2 = (Q2,
X, Y, 52, ~2) be two delta fault types of a binary component automaton with n components. We define the
composition M 1 o M 2 to be the component automaton
MIo2 --. (Qlo2, X, Y, a 1~ )vl~
where Q1o2 = Q1 N Q2, )vlo2 is the restriction of )v to
Qlo2 and ~1o2 is defined as follows. Consider a state
q = (ql . . . . . qn) E QIo2 and an input x 6 X. Using
the same notation as in Section 6, to determine ~1o2 one
applies the following:
Rule 2. Suppose that x ~ Xi and qi = a E {0, 1}.
The state of M 1~ does not change unless x is a newwrite operation w~. In that case, for all j , including i,
p)O2 =

b,
pj@[(pj,p})+(pj@p~)],

if Qj = {b},
if Ql~
Ij =2.
9
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Note that o is defined for any kind of delta fault type
of a binary RAM. The definition in [16, 6] is more
restrictive as only subproduct fault types are considered there. This restriction, however, turns out to be
unnecessary.

An

V. . . . . . . . . . .
I
T~~
I

Theorem 3 ([6, 16]). The family o f delta fault types of
a binary component automaton with o as composition
is a semilattice with 0 as zero element.

I

&

Thus, o satisfies the generic conditions, Hypotheses 1-3, for the composition of fault types.
Proposition 7.
set Sn is not.
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Fig. 6. The relation among the families of changeattempt-activated and change-success-activated
fault types.

The set An is closed under o, but the

Proof: One verifies that Rule 2 preserves Condition 1. This shows that .An is closed under o.
Now consider the two fault types M i'1 and M i l ~ j l .
The composite fault M i~l o M il~jl shown in Fig. 1 is
not change-success-activated.
[]
Let Tn~ be the semilattice generated by T~, the ThatteAbraham fault types, with o as the composition operation. By Proposition 7, T~~ is a subsemilattice of
(An, o) which, by the example of Fig. 1, is not contained in Sn. The difference results from a different
interpretation of the coupling fault types.
The following result is the analog of Theorem 2 for
the case of o as composition operation.
T h e o r e m 4 ([6, 16]). Hypotheses 4-6 hold for o, that
is, f o r all i, j with 1 < i, j < n and i ~ j and for all
a, b, c ~ {0, 1}, we have
(Yl) mi=a o M i=~ = 0 ,
(~/2) Mi=a o M i~b : M i=a,
(?'3) Mi=a o M .]b~ic : M i=a.

One also verifies that, except for these cases, the ocomposition o f any two distinct fault types in 7", is not
in T~.

By Theorem 4, the operations o and o coincide on
the stuck-at, transition, and coupling fault types considered separately, and also on the stuck-at and transition
fault types combined. For the combination of stuck-at
and transition fault types with coupling fault types, the
operations o and o differ only when the write operation
that exercises the coupling fault cannot succeed. For
example, the o-composition o f M i~I and M i l ~ j l is the

automaton shown in Fig. 1, while their <>-composition
is equal to M i~1 . In general, it can be verified that Tn~ is
a proper subset of T~~ The relation among the families
of fault types is illustrated in Fig. 6. It is shown in [20]
that Sn N Tn~ = T~%
9.

Conclusion

We have presented a unified framework for the study of
multiple faults. In this framework we have investigated
the special case of faults in RAMs. We have defined
fault composition operations that satisfy both a set of
generic conditions--which are independent of the nature of the faults--and a set of physical conditions-which are determined by the details of physical defects.
In our model a number of previously unstated assumptions have been made explicit, and several issues about
the interactions among RAM faults have been clarified.
We have demonstrated that our basic framework remains applicable under different physical assumptions
about defects. Our results lend themselves to automatic
generation and verification of test sequences. For the
simultaneous presence of several defects in a RAM our
results provide a precise definition of the corresponding
multiple fault; the identities of Theorem 2 and Theorem 4 permit us to simplify the original description of
the multiple fault; we can then include such a multiple
fault in a fault model and can use a program such as
OBSERVER 5 to generate a test sequence for that fault
model. This complements the work of [13] where the
automatic generation of march tests is considered~
Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1: Consider M 1, M2, M 3 ~ Sn.
Rule 1 is symmetric in M 1 and M 2, Therefore, o is
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commutative. For the proof of idempotence, assume
that M 1 = M 2. Then Qlo~ = Qa and )~1<~2 = )~1.
If M ~ = 0 then also M 1~ = 0. Therefore, assume
that M 1 7~ 0. Consider q 6 QlO2, i 6 {1 . . . . . n} and
x ~ Xi. If x is not a new-write operation, or is an
unsuccessful new-write operation, then 31(q, x) = q
because M 1 ~ S~. By Rule 1, plOZ = q as well.
If x = w ai is a successful new-write operation, then
p] = a = p2i = Pi and, by Rule 1, p]~ = a. Now
consider~ j r
IfQ}~
= {b}thenQ~ = Q]2 = {b}
and p j = p j = P.i = b. On the other hand, if
IQ}~ = 2 then
1o2

Pi

1

Case 2: Suppose thatx = w~i is a new-write operation.
Then qi = a. Suppose that pki = fi for some k
{1,2,3}. If k < 2 then 31~
w~) = q by Rule 1,
that is, p~O2 = ft. I f k > 2 then 32~
tO/) = q, that
is, p2O3 = h. It follows that 3(1~176
w/) = q =
31~176 (q, W/).
Therefore, assume that p/k = a for all k E {1, 2, 3}.
Then also p]O2= a = p2O3 and p}1O2)o3 = a =
p]O(2o3)
9

t.

If Q1.o203
-~ {b}
,]

Consider j with j 5k i.

.

(1o2)o3
p .J

lo(2o3)
p ..I

nen
=
= b. On the other hand, if
QlO2o3 = {0, 1}, then also 0 1~ - - 0 203 - - O 1 - Q}=Q}={O,
1}and
~J
- ~-.i - ~ j -

2

= PJ ~ (PJ ~ P.}) = PJ = PJ"

This proves that M 1 o M 2 = M 1.
We now turn to the proof of associativity. Let
M(1o2)03 -~- (Q(102)o3, X, Y, 3 (1~176 ~ (102)o3)

p}OZ= P J ~ [ ( P i ~
p~O3=pj@[(pj@

p l) + (pJ *
g ) + (p, *

p(lo2)03

= pj,

[(pj*

p1O2)) + (pj

plO(203)

= pj,

[(pj*

p}) + (pj *

j
j

= M 102 <>M 3

One verifies that p~,O2)o3 = p~O(2o3) [6].
Finally, M 1 <~ 0 = 0 for any M 1 6 Sn. This concludes the proof.
[]

and
MLO(203) = (QlO(2o3), X, Y, 31~176 )1o(2o3))

The associativity of the intersection of sets implies
Q(lo2~o3 = Qlo(2o3). Let Qlo2o3 = Q(1o2)o3. As)~(1~176
and )d ~176 are the restrictions of L to Q(lo2)o3 and
Qlo(2o3), respectively, onehas )~(lo2)o3 = )~1o(zo3~. Now
consider a state q = (ql . . . . . q~) ~ Q1o2o3. Let
3(q, x) = (Pl . . . . . Pn),
~l(q, x) = (Pl . . . . . P~),
32(q,x) = (p~ . . . . . p2),
~3(q,x ) = (p~ . . . . . p3),
3102(q,x) =

(plOZ. . . . .

plO2),

3203(q, x) =_ (p~O3 . . . . . pn2O3),
3(1~176

Suppose M 1 = (QI, X,
Y, 3 l, )d) and M z = (Q2, X, Y, 3 2, )2) are patterninsensitive delta fault types in Sn. If M l~ = 0 then
nothing needs to be proved. Hence, assume that
M l~ ~ 0 and suppose that M 1~ is pattern-sensitive.
First, suppose that M 1~ has a pattern-sensitive transition fault in cell i. Then there exist q, q' 6 Qlo2
with qi = q~ and 3iloz ( q , w / ) ~ 3 ilo2 ( q_t, w / ) for
some a 6 {0, 1}. By the definition of <>, M 1~ satisfies Condition 1. Therefore, if qi = a = q; then
3]~
w/) = 3~~ ', wi), a contradiction. Hence,
qi = ct -=- q[. Without loss of generality we assume
that 31~
w / ) = a and 31~ ', w / ) = gt.
i
By Rule 1 it follows that at least one of 3)(q', w/)
and 32(q ' , w / ) is equal to ft. As M 1 and M 2 are
pattern-insensitive, one has 3] (q, w/ ) = 3] (q', w i)
and 3/2(q, w/) = 3/2(q ', w/). Therefore, 31~
wi) =
by Rule 1, a contradiction. Thus, M 102 does not
contain a pattern-sensitive transition fault.
Hence, suppose that M 1~ contains a patternsensitive coupling fault. Then there are distinct cells i
and j and states q, q' ~ Qlo2 with qi = q~ and qj = q~
such that3}~
w/) 5& 81~
i q- ' ' wi). Again, ifqi = a
then, by Condition 1,
Proof of Proposition 5:

= M 1 <>M 203"

X) ~--- (p}1o2)03 . . . . .

p(1O2)O3),

31~176 (q, X) = (pl ~176 . . . . . pn1~
We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: Suppose that x is a read or old-write operation.
Then 3(q, x) = q. As the fault types are changesuccess-activated, one also has 31 (q, x) = 3Z(q, x) =
33(q, x) = q. By Rule 1, 31~
x) = 32~
x) = q;
hence 60~
x) = 81~176
x) = q as well.

31~

J

Wta) = qj = qj = Oj
9

t

o

102,'

i't
~,q, 111a).
t
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Hence, assume that qi = ct = q*.~. If ~176 W/) r
3]o2 (q,, w/) then we also have a pattern-sensitive transition fault, and this case has already been excluded.
Therefore, oi~l~
w/) = 31O2(q,,i wi) 9
=
If 81~
w~)
gt = 31o~(_,,
i q w~) then also
i
81~2(q, w/) = 8}O2(q,, wi), a contradiction. Thus,
~176 w/) = a = ~]o2(q,, Wia). As M 1 and M 2 are
pattern-insensitive, one has
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81(q, w i ) = 3j(q,
1 ' wi)
and
3~(q, w/) = 3}(q', w/);
hence~}O2(q,w~)

=

aj1o2 (q_, ,w~).
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Notes

1. The fact that M > M t does not imply that M dominates M / or
vice versa. It does imply, however, that the fault M and the
composite fault M <~M t are equivalent, where "dominance" and
"equivalence" have the usual meaning [21 ].
2. The definition differs from that used in [16, 6]. The condition
used there was that Q is equal to Q1 x 9 9 x Qn. That definition
turned out to be too restrictive, in general, but it reappears in a
natural way in Section 7.
3. In [16, 6] a more restrictive definition was used for delta faults.
4. This problem was already recognized in [16, 6], where different
representations of these two kinds of coupling faults are proposed,
using so-called two-step automata introduced there.
5. OBSERVER is a program for diagnosing and testing sequential
machines. It is based on the theory developed in [5] and was written at the University of Waterloo by C.-J. Richard Shi; additional
features were latter added by Paul Kwiatkowsld.
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